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Practice Second Midterm Exam 5

This exam is closed-book and closed-computer. You may have a double-sided, 8.5” × 11” sheet of
notes with you when you take this exam. You may not have any other notes with you during the
exam. You may not use any electronic devices (laptops, cell phones, etc.) during the course of this
exam. Please write all of your solutions on this physical copy of the exam.

You are welcome to cite results from the problem sets or lectures on this exam. Just tell us what
you're citing and where you're citing it from. However, please do not cite results that are beyond
the scope of what we've covered in CS103.

On the actual exam, there'd be space here for you to write your name and sign a
statement saying you abide by the Honor Code. We're not collecting or grading
this exam (though you're welcome to step outside and chat with us about it when
you're done!) and this exam doesn't provide any extra credit, so we've opted to
skip that boilerplate.

You have three hours to complete this practice midterm. There are 48 total points. This practice
midterm is purely optional and will not directly impact your grade in CS103, but we hope that you
find it to be a useful way to prepare for the exam. You may find it useful to read through all the
questions to get a sense of what this practice midterm contains before you begin.

You have three hours to complete this exam. There are 48 total points.

Question Points Graders

(1) Discrete Structures I / 12

(2) Discrete Structures II / 12

(3) Discrete Structures III / 12

(4) Discrete Structures IV / 12

/ 48
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Problem One: Discrete Structures I (12 Points)
(Midterm Exam, Winter 2018)

On Problem Sets Three, Four, and Five, you explored mathematical functions, their properties, and their
applications. This question explores set theory, which you studied in Problem Set One and Problem Set
Two, and its interaction with functions.

Imagine you have a function f : A → B from some set A to some set B. We can use f to construct a new
function called the lift of f, denoted liftf, from ℘(A) to ℘(B). Specifically liftf : ℘(A) → ℘(B) is de-
fined as follows:

liftf(S) = { y  |  ∃x ∈ S. f(x) = y }

In other words, the function liftf(S) takes as input an element S of ℘(A) (that is, a subset of A) and pro-
duces an element of ℘(B) (that is, a subset of B) formed by applying f to each element of S.

i. (5 Points) Let A and B be sets. Prove that if f : A → B is not injective, then liftf is not injective.

Feel free to use this space for scratch work. There’s room to write your answer on the next page
of this exam.
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(Extra space for your answer to Problem One, Part (i), if you need it.)
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As a refresher from the previous page, if f : A → B is a function, the lift of f, denoted liftf, is a func-
tion liftf : ℘(A) → ℘(B) defined as follows:

liftf(S) = { y  |  ∃x ∈ S. f(x) = y }

ii. (7 Points) Let A and B be sets. Prove that if f : A → B is injective, then liftf is injective.

Feel free to use this space for scratch work. There’s room to write your answer on the next page
of this exam.
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(Extra space for your answer to Problem One, Part (ii), if you need it.)
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Problem Two: Discrete Structures II (12 Points)
(Midterm Exam, Fall 2017)

In C, C++, Java, and many other languages, the double type represents a real number, with a few key
caveats. One particular example of this is the special value NaN, short for “not a number.” In C++, if you
try to take the square root of a negative number, the result is NaN. (You can also get NaN by dividing 0.0
by 0.0, and in a few other ways). For example:

double result = sqrt(-137.0);
cout << result << endl;       // Prints NaN

Notice that the value NaN is actually stored in the variable result. NaN is a perfectly legal value for a
double, just as 137 and -2.718 are.

Things get a bit weird when looking at comparisons between doubles when one or both doubles is NaN.
Specifically, any comparison involving NaN will evaluate to false. For example, in C++, all of the follow-
ing comparisons evaluate to false:

NaN < 137            137 < NaN            NaN < NaN

Modeling things mathematically, we can imagine that the double type represents either a real number or
the special value NaN. In other words, a double represents a value from ℝ ∪ {NaN}. The less-than opera-
tor over doubles in C++ then behaves like the following relation S over the set ℝ ∪ {NaN}:

xSy        if        x ≠ NaN   ∧   y ≠ NaN   ∧   x < y
(In the above, the notation x < y means that x is less than y in the conventional sense of one real number
being less than another. Also, remember that the “if” in the above statement is interpreted as “is defined
as” and is not an implication.)

i. (5 Points) Prove that S is a strict order over the set ℝ ∪ {NaN}. You can assume that the < rela-
tion over ℝ is a strict order.
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(Extra space for your answer to Problem Two, Part (i), if you need it.)
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As a refresher from the previous page, we’ve defined a relation S over ℝ ∪ {NaN} as follows:

 xSy        if        x ≠ NaN   ∧   y ≠ NaN   ∧   x < y
Now, a new definition. Given a binary relation R over a set A, the incomparability relation of R, denoted
~R, is this binary relation over A:

x ~R y      if      xR̸y ∧ yR̸x.

Notice that there are slashes through those R’s, so x ~R y means “neither xRy nor yRx are true.” Also, as a
reminder, the word “if” in the above statement means “is defined as” and is not an implication.

ii. (3 Points) Give a definition for the ~S relation over ℝ ∪ {NaN} by filling in the following blank.
Please provide the simplest answer that you can. No justification is necessary. First-order logic
notation is perfectly fine here.

x ~S y    if    ____________________________________________________

Below is some scratch space you can use in the course of working through this problem.

iii. (4 Points) Prove or disprove: the relation you found in part (ii) of this problem is transitive.

Feel free to use this space for scratch work. There’s room to write your answer on the next page
of this exam.
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(Extra space for your answer to Problem Two, Part (iii), if you need it.)
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Problem Three: Discrete Structure II (12 Points)
(Midterm Exam, Fall 2017)

On Problem Set Four, you played around with several different structures that arise in graphs (indepen-
dent sets and dominating sets). This question explores some additional properties of some of those graph
structures.

First, some refreshers from Problem Set Four. An undirected graph G = (V, E) is called bipartite if there
exist two sets V₁ and V₂ such that

• every node v ∈ V belongs to exactly one of V₁ and V₂, and

• every edge e ∈ E has one endpoint in V₁ and the other in V₂.

These two sets V₁ and V₂ are called bipartite classes of G.

An independent set in a graph G = (V, E) is a set I ⊆ V with the following property:

∀u ∈ I. ∀v ∈ I. {u, v} ∉ E.
Now, two new definitions. A vertex cover in a graph G = (V, E) is a set C ⊆ V with the following prop-
erty:

∀u ∈ V. ∀v ∈ V. ({u, v} ∈ E → u ∈ C ∨ v ∈ C).
Finally, a whimsical set in a graph G = (V, E) is a set W ⊆ V such that W is simultaneously an indepen-
dent set of G and a vertex cover of G.

Prove that if G = (V, E) is a graph and W ⊆ V is a whimsical set in G, then G is a bipartite graph. As a
hint, prove that W and V – W are the bipartite classes of G.

Feel free to use this space for scratch work. There’s room to write your answer on the next page of this
exam.
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(Extra space for your answer to Problem Three, if you need it.)
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Problem Four: Discrete Structures IV (12 Points)
(Midterm Exam, Spring 2015)

This question explores jumbled inequalities and asks you to prove a surprising result about them.

A jumbled inequality is a puzzle consisting of a series of less-than and greater-than signs with blanks in-
terspersed between them. Here are two examples:

__ < __ > __ < __ > __ > __

__ < __ > __ > __ > __ < __

The goal of the puzzle is to find a way to fill in the blanks with numbers so that all the inequalities are sat-
isfied. For example, here are some solutions to the two above problems:

 1   <  5  >  0  <  4  >  3  >  2 

 0  <  4  >  3  >  2  >  1  <  5 

You can interpret these inequalities by reading them from left to right and just focusing on one pair of
numbers at a time. For example, the first of these would be read as “one is less than five, and five is
greater than zero, and zero is less than four, and four is greater than three, and three is greater than two.”
The second of these would be read “zero is less than four, and four is greater than three, and three is
greater than two, and two is greater than one, and one is less than five.”

Your task in this problem to prove a remarkable fact about these puzzles: for any natural number n ≥ 1,
every jumbled inequality puzzle with n+1 blanks can be solved using just the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, …, n
and using each number exactly once. It doesn't matter which inequality signs are used or how they're or-
dered – you'll always be able to find at least one solution using just the natural numbers 0 through n inclu-
sive.

Prove this result using a proof by induction.

A few clarifying points:

• The only inequality signs you need to consider are < and >.

• There can be any number of each kind of inequality sign and the inequality signs can be in any or-
der.

• You only need to place the numbers so that they satisfy the inequality constraints immediately be-
fore and after them (if they exist).
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(Extra space for your answer to Problem Four, if you need it.)


